December 2022 Nominations

**Alex Wright** - Special Education Paraprofessional
“Lately, Alex has been here helping us out at ELC Cosmos. He showed up ready and willing to go wherever he was needed. Alex has a natural talent for connecting with a variety of students. He is also someone who you can catch providing continuous positive reinforcement and praise to all of the students around him. We are so grateful to have Alex here with us during this time!”

**Patty Molden** – Administrative Assistant
“Patty went above and beyond to help figure how to purchase and access a journal article for our SLP group. We kept running into frustrating roadblocks, but Patty always stayed positive and solution orientated. She communicated well everyone involved. She sought out others to help solve our problem. She could have just thrown in the towel, but her perseverance paid off. I appreciate working with Patty and her willingness to help. Thank you, Patty!”

**Forrest Fosheim** – Senior Network Coordinator
“I appreciate all the work Forrest did to help figure out how to access a journal article subscription for our SLP group. It appeared way more complicated than it needed to be, but Forrest happily communicated with the company’s technology department to help us access what we needed in an user-friendly way. I appreciate working with Forrest and his willingness to help. Thank you, Forrest!”

**Megan Degner** – Special Education Paraprofessional
“Megan always comes in with a positive attitude and is willing to help out wherever she is needed. She goes above and beyond for her students and the staff she works with. She is there whenever you need her. Thanks Megan for all that you do! Your hard work and dedication does not go unrecognized!”

**Heidi Dallmann** – Special Education Paraprofessional
“Heidi’s positive attitude is contagious. She has a lot on her plate this year and she still comes in with the best attitude. She attends to the students needs and always steps up to help out. Heidi keep up the great work!”

**Brenda Marschall** – Special Education Paraprofessional
“Brenda is so deserving of this award for all her dedication and outstanding work she gives to her team and each and every student in our building. Her relationships with students is her priority and it shows in each and everything she does and says. We are grateful to have such an amazing staff as one of our lead paraprofessionals in the building! She is just one of those wonderful people that we cannot say enough positive about! She is the best.”